INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the following eigenvalue problem:
Find X e R and (u, >\f) e V x W such that v)+b(v 9 v| /) = 0, VweF, ( (where V, W, H are real Hilbert spaces with W Ç H, a (u, v) and b (v, cp) are continuous bilinear forms on VxV and VxW respectively). Such a problem suggests an abstract scheme for numerical approximation of spectral boundary-value problems for elliptic operators, by means of finite éléments of mixed type. We recall that in the last years the use of mixed methods for solving steadystate problems has been studied by a large number of authors : here, we only meütïön the ateixact-works by^Babuska ft] afid-Brezzi p]* 4he-papers ^by Babuska-Oden-Lee [3] , Raviart-Thomas [17] , Thomas [18] for Second Order Problems, and by Brezzi-Raviart [8] , Ciariet-Raviart [9] , Giowinski [11] for Fourth Order Problems; further références can be found in these papers. For the finite element approximation of eigenvalue problems in the compact selfadjoint case, the main références are the paper by Birkhoff-de BoorSwartz-WendrofT [5] and the book by Stang-Fix [19] , whose ideas have largely inspired our work; for the nonselfadjoint case we mention the works by Babuska-Aziz [2] , Bramble-Osborn [6] , Fix [10] and Osborn [16] . Recently Babuska-Osborn [4] have studied a mixed finite element scheme to approximate the eigenvalues of a Second Order operator with discontinuous coefficients.
In this paper we consider a finite dimensional approximation of Problem (1), deriving gênerai error estimâtes for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The abstract functional framework we present here (we refer to Brezzi-Raviart [8] both for notations and for results) is particularly well-suited for the numerical treatment of Fourth Order Problems. Applications to Second Order Problems require a slightly modified version of our theory, which will be presented in a forthcoming note; a third paper, due to P. G. Gilardi, will concern computational aspects of our problem, and numerical tests performed at the "Centro di Calcolo del Politecnico" of Turin. Finally we observe that a finite element approximation of spectral boundary-value problems can be carried out using hybrid methods instead of mixed ones; convergence results and error estimâtes will appear in a further paper.
An outline of this paper is as follows. In paragraph 1 we state the abstract problem and dérive some significant properties for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, while paragraph 2 contains the corresponding finite dimensional problem. In paragraph 3 we estimate the approximation error for eigenvalues by means of a min-max and a max-min principle; paragraph 4 is devoted to the error bounds for eigenfunctions, in the different norms occurring in our formulation. In the last section we apply our results to the numerical solution of the spectral problem for a clamped plate, using Miyoshi's and Hermann-Johnson's mixed schemes. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND ABSTRACT RESULTS
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We can define the foliowing bilinear symmetrie form on WxW: 
Si £ E (u,iJf)eSi dim Si = / the minimum being taken over all l-dimensional subspaces of E, andbeing achieved &n the subspace E l spannedby thefirst l eigenvectors { (u u x^), ..., (u t , \|i z ) }.
Proof: The proposition translates in terms of the space VxJV and the quotient R (w, v|/) the well known min-max principle for the quotient R m (\|/) isee for a proof Strang-Fix [19] , Sec. 6.1).
• Conversely, a max-min principle holds for inverse eigenvalues \i t = 1/XP ROPOSITION 
EIGENVALUES ERROR ESTIMATES
In this section we shall dérive abstract bounds for the error | X t -X) |. The structure of Problem (EP) and of its approximation (EP) ft does not generally imply that true eigenvalues are approximated from above, as for Standard elliptic problems (see also Remark 2.1). Consequently we must find bounds for both X\~-X l and ^ -X h v We proceed in two steps: first, we get an intermediate bound for the former quantity by the min-max principle, and for the latter by the max-min principle. The estimate for X t -X^ is quite rough -as it dépends on the lack of smoothness of trial functions -nevertheless in practice it guarantees the convergence of approximate eigenvalues to the exact ones. Then, since such a resuit will be sufficient -in the next sectionto get an "optimal" bound for | v| /,-\|fj | H , we establish the basic estimate for \X l -X\ | in terms of this quantity, obtaining an «optimal" resuit.
We start by estimating the quantity X Then we can defîne an operator
by setting P h (u, \j/) = (P h u, P h \|/) = solution of the problem This will be always true in applications. Then:
Proof: We must only show that, if P h (w* 5 \|/*) = 0, then (w*, \|/*) = 0. If \|/* # 0, we can put | \|/* | H = 1, so of ŵ hich contradicts (3.9); hence \|/* = 0 and necessarily w* = 0.
• We can now apply the Min-Max Principle (2.9) to the subspace P h E x . ifote that, if^7^HE z , we have .7), (3.8).
• REMARK 3.1: This is not the best estimate we are able to dérive from the min-max principle for A, J -A, z : by a rather technical computation we can give "optimal" bounds for A\ and a£ in the sense that they are of the same order as a(u -P h u, u -P h u) with respect to A. Ho wever we omit these proofs, since in the following we shall directly obtain the same "optimal" estimate for the quantity |A*-^|. Now we apply the max-min principles (1.22) and (2.11) to the subspace E\ ç H in order to estimate |xj -| o. z . We have rf è min &(<*> â nd therefore:
The following estimate holds
It is clear that (3.11) together with (3.10) gives a bound for ^-XJ; we shall see that in the applications these results imply the convergence of each V{ to the corresponding X t .
We shall now give another bound for | ^-V* |, involving the approximation error | v^-v)/} 1 | H . Recall that ^l and vJ/J are the /th exact and approximate eigenfunctions of unitary norm; next assume that (\|/ /5 \)/J) H ^ 0 and (\|/f, P h \|/ Z ) H 7^ 0 at least for small h. By (1.28) with cp = ^J, and by (2.3) with <p A = P h^l9 we get But définition of P h leads to
This formula would already give optimal estimâtes for | «j-ttf \ V and || \|/ f -\|/J ||-, once we have shown that \|/J -> xj/^ in i? so that the denominator is close to 1 as /* -> 0. we obtain the estimate as in the proof of Proposition 3.3.
•
EIGENFUNCIÏONS ERROR ESTIMATES
In this section, we shall estimate the approximation errors for eigenfunctions in the norms of H, W and V.
No accurate estimate of | A, z -Vf | is needed to obtain an optimal bound for I xh -vl' J | H 5 but only the convergence of each XJ. to %j as /i-• 0 (roughly speaking, every true eigenvalue must be far enough from approximated eigenvalues of "different index"); as we already said, this fact will be used to get an optimal estimate for | À, , -XJ |. On the contrary the estimâtes for I u x -u\ \v and || \|//-\|/? ||^ depend explicitly on the quantity | X^X* |.
For the sake of semplicity, we shall only deal with the case of simple eigenvalues, briefly sketching the alternative proofs in the case of repeated eigenvalues.
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We assume that, for every jeN^: = 'kj 9 04) which is true in applications, thanks to estimâtes (3.10)-(3.11).
We start with the term | i|/j-\|/J | H . Since the system { \|/J }J£ x is orthonormal and complete in W h (Th. 2), we can write ! Setting p* = (P/,\|/ /5 \|/?) fl , we first estimate the quantity | P h \|/ï-pj ^\ | H , so that we must consider coefficients (P ft \|/,, \|/J) H with j ^ /. Using the définition of exact and approximate eigenfunction (1.27) and (2.3), and of projection P h (3.4), we get u)) whence, adding the term -X t (P h \|/ j9 \|/jj) H to both sides, we obtain 
APPLICATIONS
We apply our abstract results to the numerical approximation of the following eigenvalue problem
(where Q is a convex polygon in R 2 with boundary F, and dw/dn is the outward normal derivative along T). Problem (5.1) can be regarded as a "model" for the free vibrations of an homogeneous isotropic thin plate clamped along its edges. We discuss the use of two finite element methods of mixed type, Miyoshi's and Hermann-Johnson's, and we dérive the dependence of our previous results on the particular approximation parameters and true eigenvalues.
Let r dénote the largest exponent in N u { + oo } such that the eigenfunctions {w l }fL 1 of Problem (5.1) satisfy
We recall that r dépends on the angles formed by the sides of Q, and in gênerai we have r < +oo (see Kondrat'ev [13] for the regularity of 4th order steadystate problems, and Merigot [14] for the regularity of 2nd order eigenvalues problems). We observe that the exponent of h in (5.9) is optimal, in the sense that-as in usual elliptic eigenvalue problems-it is twice the order of convergence of the corresponding steady-state problem. • REMARK 5.3: Bounds for the norm || \|/ z |k+2,n * n terms of the eigenvalue X t require reguïarity results for the solution of the 4th order Dirichlet boundary value problem in domains with angular points (see Kondrat'ev [13] and Merigot [15] ); such bounds do not seem easy to be obtained since the basic estimate || v| / || s+4>ft ^ c s || A 2 \[/ || sQ is no longer true for all positive s when the boundary is not smooth. If-according to the value of q and the size of the angles of Cl -we were allo wed to apply such an estimate iteratively, and (possibly) the interpolation formula |) \|/ \\ s>a g || \|/ \\l~g || \|/ ||S n for0 ^ s ^4 and 4(1-&) = s, then we could obtain the following bound m\ q+ 2,a^c q xr )+itl2) .
• (5-10)
Finally, we can obtain the estimate for the other norms of our eigenfunctions. We use estimate (3.12) instead of (5.9) because it involves j| \|/, \\ q +2 n rather than 11 \|/ ( 11| + 2^ n . By (4.10), (4.11), (5.5) where n = (n 1( « 2 ) is the unit outward normal and t = (t l3 t 2 ) is the unit clockwise tangent along the boundary ôK of K (see Brezzi-Raviart [8] , paragraph 4 for more details). We set 
